CLEANERS, FLUIDS, AND LUBRICANTS
for Agriculture, Industry, and Home
Brake and Parts Cleaner

U.S.: TY26101
CAN: CXTY26101

- Cleans and degreases instantly; leaves no residue
- Safely removes brake fluid, grease, oil, and other contaminants from brake linings and drums
- No flash and no fire point
- Stops disc brake squeal
- Contains no carbon tetrachloride, petroleum solvents, or silicones

Not available in California.

Brake and Parts Cleaner (Low VOC)

U.S.: TY26772

- Cleans and degreases instantly; leaves no residue
- Safely removes brake fluid, grease, oil, and other contaminants from brake linings and drums
- No flash and no fire point
- Stops disc brake squeal
- Contains no carbon tetrachloride, petroleum solvents, or silicones

This is a California-only product.
Carburetor and Choke Cleaner
U.S.: TY26355
CAN: TY26355
- For use on all engines
- Leaves no sticky film
- Helps eliminate stalling
- Removes gum and varnish
- Recommended by most engine manufacturers for use as a fuel stabilizer during equipment storage

Electronic Contact Cleaner
U.S.: TY26632
CAN: TY26632
- Helps prevent contact failure or malfunction by dissolving and rinsing away contaminants
- Quick-drying formula cleans and leaves no residue
- Will not harm plastics
- Instantly removes oil, grease, dirt, flux, and other contaminants

All-Purpose Degreaser
U.S.: TY26633
CAN: TY26633
- General-purpose cleaner and degreaser with a powerful blasting spray, non-chlorinated
- Extension tube for hard-to-reach places
- Use on machinery, power tools, farm equipment, brake parts, cutting tools, and construction equipment

Gasket Remover
U.S.: TY26362
CAN: TY26362
- Formulated for use on automotive, marine, industrial, and agricultural machinery
- Allows easier removal of gasket material
- Contains no carcinogenic chemicals
- Leaves no film
- Safe to use on metal surfaces

Multi-Purpose Degreaser
U.S.: TY26595
CAN: TY26595
- Quickly penetrates to the surface, lifting up dirt and soils
- Biodegradable
- Can be used full strength for tough cleaning or diluted for everyday use
- Easily rinses, leaving a film-free surface
- Easy to use — simply spray on and rinse off
- Ideal for automobiles, lawn care equipment, Ag equipment, ATVs, and around the house

Engine Cleaner
U.S.: TY26357
CAN: TY26357
- Removes oil, grease, and grime
- Leaves no filmy residue
- Fast, spray-on, hose-off application
- Ideal for auto and marine engines, lawn mowers, garage floors, driveways, tools, etc.

Classic Glass Cleaner
U.S.: TY25684
CAN: TY25684
- Cleans and brightens all glass
- Also great for cleaning enamel surfaces, chrome, tile, and porcelain
- Will not streak
- Heavy-duty foam clings to vertical surfaces
- Leaves an invisible, dirt-resistant barrier

All-Purpose Cleaner
U.S.: TY26352
CAN: TY26352
- Premium foaming cleaner for the home and shop
- Excellent for cleaning greasy tools, dirty parts, and bench tops
- Safe to use on painted, porcelain, and tile surfaces
- Perfect for cleaning sinks, stoves, refrigerators, tubs, and toilet bowls

Not available in California.
Vehicle Care Products

Performance Powder Wash
U.S.: TY26593
CAN: TY26593
- Heavy-duty for tough cleaning projects
- Biodegradable
- Non-caustic
- Use in both hot and cold pressure washers
- Rinses easily
- Use to clean up concrete surfaces in and around barns and on driveways
- Ideal for automobiles, lawn care equipment, Ag equipment, ATVs, RVs, boats, and motorcycles

Ultra Guard Windshield Treatment
U.S.: TY26594
CAN: TY26594
- Improves visibility during rain, sleet, and snowy conditions
- Ideal for automobiles, lawn care equipment, Ag equipment, ATVs, RVs, and motorcycles
- Safe for all surfaces
- Reduces the ability of ice, snow, and mud to stick on vehicle windows, lights, and mirrors
- Biodegradable

Ultra Guard Trim Restore
U.S.: TY26240
CAN: TY26240
- Reconditions and preserves vinyl, plastics, and rubber
- Easy application — just wipe on and wipe off using a clean towel
- No oily film — surface stays cleaner
- Protects against UV damage

All-Purpose Cloth
U.S.: TY26535
CAN: TY26535
- Lint-free, non-scratching
- Apply and remove polishes and waxes
- Optical grade so you can clean helmet visors, vehicle/home windows, mirrors, plastic hoods, and fenders, as well as eyewear
- Washable and reusable
Ultra Guard All-In-One Interior Protection
U.S.: TY24834
CAN: TY24834
- Cleans and protects vinyl, leather, and plastic, as well as upholstery and carpet
- Recommended for interiors of vehicles, farm machinery, RVs, boats, household fabrics, carpet, and stained clothing
- Environmentally friendly, biodegradable, and safe on bare skin
- Removes stains and provides stain resistance
- Provides UV protection
- Reduces unwanted odors such as mildew, cigar and cigarette smoke, and pet odors

Wheel and Tire Cleaner
U.S.: TY27513
CAN: TY27513
- Formulated to safely remove oil, brake dust, and road grime from any wheel or tire
- Commercial-strength product cleans whitewall and white-letter tires
- Special cleaning agent restores luster to chrome and aluminum wheels
- Safe for all wheels, including uncoated aluminum
- Environmentally friendly

Quick Shine Detailer
U.S.: TY24534
CAN: TY24534
- Provides an instant, high-gloss shine
- Emulsion system produces an easier rubout with less streaking — especially at temperatures above 80 deg. F
- Non-abrasive — excellent for clear-coat finishes
- Non-toxic
- Removes wax buildup from crevices
- One 16-oz. bottle will do up to eight vehicles
- Can be applied in direct sunlight
- Easy to use — spray on/wipe off

Ultra Guard Tire and Rubber Protection
U.S.: TY16369
CAN: TY16369
- Rejuvenates old tires and rubber and protects new
- Contains no silicones that inhibit the natural elasticity of rubber
- Recommended for vinyl, rubber, vinyl trim, and synthetic rubber surfaces that are exposed to the environment
- Non-toxic and non-corrosive — 100-percent biodegradable

Carpet Stain Remover
U.S.: TY16403
- Non-toxic John Deere spray cleaner
- Great for hundreds of stains
- Environmentally friendly; contains no CFLs
- Formulated specifically for tough stains on automotive, home, lawn and garden, RV, boat, construction and agricultural equipment, upholstery, furniture, and carpets

Ultra Guard Leather Care
U.S.: TY26218
CAN: TY26218
- Gentle cleaning
- Protection against UV damage
- Restores suppleness and luster
- Conditions leather to help reduce age creases
- No oily film — surface stays cleaner
- Safe, non-toxic formula
- Pleasant almond fragrance
- 2005 VOC compliant
- Excellent for furniture, car seats, white tennis shoes, boots, saddles, coats, and any other leather
Vehicle Care Products

Slick Wash
U.S.: TY16181 (16 oz.)
TY24493 (1 gal.)
CAN: TY16181 (16 oz.)
TY24493 (1 gal.)
– Keeps vehicle finishes looking factory fresh
– Soy derivative improves water sheeting and sudsing action
– Ideal for farm, construction, and lawn and grounds care equipment, as well as automotive, RV, and boat applications
– Environmentally friendly — deep cleans and brightens finish
– Non-corrosive and 100-percent biodegradable
– Ethanol based
– Removes oxidation and surface film
– Cleans painted, chrome, and magnesium wheels

Vinyl Cleaner Protectant
U.S.: TY26396
CAN: TY26396
– Restores original beauty with a lustrous polish
– Protects rubber, vinyl, plastic, and finished leather from oxygen, ozone, and UV rays
– Use on upholstery, handbags, shoes, luggage, sporting goods, motorcycles, patio chairs, boats, tractors, etc.

Ultra Surface Polish
U.S.: TY26070
CAN: TY26070
– Unique formula contains soy derivatives ideally suited for removing paint oxidation, surface scratches, swirls, and fisheyes from any non-porous surface
– For polishing of any metal to a brilliant mirrorlike finish
– Contains no abrasives, acids, or ammonia
– Safe for clear-coated surfaces, plastic, any metal, glass, and tile, and great for cleaning flat cooktop stoves
– Leaves an acrylic-polymer barrier for surface protection

Ultra Gloss Polishing Wax
U.S.: TY16169
CAN: TY16169
– Recommended for painted surfaces, clear coat, and chrome
– Keeps vehicle finishes looking factory fresh
– Provides a high-gloss, durable shine
– Easy to apply and remove
– Gives detergent-resistant shine for up to one year
– May be applied in direct sunlight
– Will not streak
– Biodegradable; environmentally safe
– Ideal for farm, construction, and lawn and grounds care equipment, as well as automotive, RV, and boat applications
Air-Conditioning System Service Items

**Dye Solution**

**U.S.:** TY27010 (Univeral A/C Leak Detection Dye)

**CAN: TY27010** (Univeral A/C Leak Detection Dye)

Quickly and easily detects leaks in air-conditioning systems.

**A/C Fluorescent Dye Cleaner**

**U.S.:** TY27013

**CAN: TY27013**

Use to clean fluorescent A/C leak-detection dye to avoid false positives.

**A/C Flush Products**

**U.S.:** TY27355 (Primary A/C Flush)

TY25600 (Acc-U-Flush II™ 1 qt.)

TY25601 (Acc-U-Flush II 1 gal.)

**CAN: TY27355** (Primary A/C Flush)

TY25600 (Acc-U-Flush II 1 qt.)

TY25601 (Acc-U-Flush II 1 gal.)

Air-conditioning flushing solvent is factory approved and specifically formulated to clean John Deere air-conditioning systems. Recommended for flushing both R12 and R134a air-conditioning systems.

*Note: Use TY27355 as a primary A/C flush, and TY25600 and TY25601 are used as a secondary flush.*

**R134a Refrigerant**

**U.S.:** TY15949 (12 oz.)

TY15951 (30 lb.)

**CAN: TY15949**

– Use as a replacement for R-12 refrigerant
– Non-toxic, non-flammable, and non-corrosive
– Environmentally safe
– Ozone safe

12-oz. can is not available in California.

**PAG Refrigeration Oils**

**U.S.:** TY22100 (ISO 150)

TY22101 (ISO 46)

TY22102 (ISO 46)

**CAN: TY22100** (ISO 150)

TY22101 (ISO 46)

TY22102 (ISO 46)

– Meet original equipment supplier specifications
– 100-percent compatible with R134a refrigerant
– TY22100 ISO 150 (approved for John Deere/Delco type compressors or other compressors requiring an ISO 150 oil)
– TY22101 ISO 46 (only oil approved by Denso for John Deere/Denso type compressors)
– TY22102 ISO 46 (approved for non-John Deere compressors operating with R134a and requiring an ISO 46)
Hand Cleaners

General Purpose Hand Cleaner (with lotion)
U.S.: TY26080 (16 oz.)
TY26081 (1 gal.)
CAN: TY26080 (16 oz.)
TY26081 (1 gal.)

- Cleans with the power of citrus and soy
- Premium skin conditioners: aloe, lanolin, and jojoba oil pH-balanced for the skin
- Lotion formula for non-abrasive cleaning
- Solvent-free — makes it kind to sensitive skin
- Biodegradable

General Purpose Hand Cleaner (with pumice)
U.S.: TY26066 (16 oz.)
TY26067 (1 gal.)
CAN: TY26066 (16 oz.)
TY26067 (1 gal.)

- Ultra-fine pumice for less skin irritation
- Cleans with the power of citrus and soy
- Skin conditioning will soothe rough, dry hands
- No harsh solvents
- Use with or without water
Heavy-Duty Hand Cleaner

U.S.: TY26108 (16 oz.)
    TY26109 (1 gal.)
CAN: TY26108 (16 oz.)
    TY26109 (1 gal.)

- Formulated for heavy-duty cleaning
- Ultra-fine pumice allows for better cleaning with less irritation to your hands
- Cleans dirty, greasy hands quickly without harsh solvents
- Premium conditioners help soothe rough, dry skin
- VOC-compliant formula

Premium Hand Cleaner

U.S.: TY26068 (16 oz.)
    TY26069 (1/2 gal.)
CAN: TY26068 (16 oz.)
    TY26069 (1/2 gal.)

- Contains no petroleum solvents
- Provides an effective barrier against dirt and grease
- Use as a premium hand cleaner for after-work cleanup
- Three skin-care additives help eliminate chaffing and dry skin cracking; hands will feel soft and clean

Multi-Purpose Hand Cleaner Gel

U.S.: TY26105 (14-oz. tub)
    TY26106 (4 1/2-lb. tub)
CAN: TY26105 (14-oz. tub)
    TY26106 (4 1/2-lb. tub)

- Mild, non-abrasive citrus-based formula
- Skin conditioning
- Use with or without water
- Excellent stain lifter for fabrics
- VOC compliant

Wall-Mount Dispenser Kit

U.S.: TY26107
    CAN: TY26107

Use with Multi-Purpose Hand Cleaner Gel (TY26106).

John Deere Heavy-Duty Wipes

U.S.: TY26387
    CAN: TY26387

- Removes grease and oil from non-porous surfaces
- Safe for hands and skin — cleans dirt and grease from hands
- Non-scratching dual-texture fabric
- Fresh citrus scent
- Contains 72 10 x 12-in. (241.3 x 304.8 mm) pre-moistened wipes
Lubricants

Multi-Luber Lube
U.S.: AN11100 (1 qt.)
AN100650 (1 gal.)
CAN: AN11100 (1 qt.)
AN100650 (1 gal.)
- A fluid grease compound that handles like a viscous oil, but performs at bearing surfaces and in housings as a grade #00 grease
- For use in centralized lubricators on farm equipment, trucks, and construction machines in which the lubricant must flow to the pump
- Can also be used in hand-operated grease guns

Super Lube™
U.S.: TY25733
CAN: TY25733
- Cleans and penetrates — then evaporates, leaving a non-toxic, long-lasting film of lubricant
- Waterproof
- Does not melt, wash out, dry out, separate, or attract dust; resists temperatures up to 750 deg. F (399 deg. C)
- Does not harm the soil, turf, hay, or animals with incidental contact
- Contains no CFLs or chlorinated solvents to deplete ozone

Chain and Cable Lubricant
U.S.: TY26350
CAN: TY26350
- Penetrates rapidly
- Ideal for all types of exposed chains
- Reduces friction and wear
- Resists rust and corrosion
- Product is free of ozone-depleting chlorofluorocarbons (CFSs)
- Foam action reduces chain throw-off

Multi-Purpose Spray Lube
U.S.: TY6350 (16 oz.)
TY6371 (1 qt.)
TY6366 (1 gal.)
CAN: CXTY6350 (16 oz.)
TY6371 (1 qt.)
TY6366 (1 gal.)
- Lubricates and prevents rust
- Cleans as it lubricates
- Will free parts seized by rust, scale, or corrosion
- Will not harm electrical contacts, wood, vinyl, or paint
- Superior lubricating and anti-wear properties

Never-Seez™
U.S.: TY24811
CAN: TY24811
- Anti-seize compound at temperatures ranging from −297 to 2,000 deg. F (−183 to 1093 deg. C)
- Eliminates galling
- Prevents corrosion and galvanic pitting
- Increases parts life
- Speeds assembly and disassembly
- Lubricates even in the presence of moisture
- Protects and seals gaskets

Dri-Film Aerosol Lubricant
U.S.: TY25398 (14 oz.)
- Cleans while lubricating
- Repels water and prevents pesticides and fertilizers from sticking and tools from rusting
- Does not harm the soil, turf, hay, or animals with incidental contact
- Not affected by oil, water, or solvents
- Dries on contact
- Clean, non-staining
- Resists rust while providing protection
- Prevents snow from sticking to snow-blower blades
Penetrating Oil
U.S.: TY26353
CAN: TY26353
- Ideal way to release rusted and frozen nuts, bolts, screws, pipes, motors, and machine parts
- Prevents corrosion
- Non-conducting
- Displaces water
- Never dries

White Lithium Grease
U.S.: TY26393
CAN: TY26393
- Formulated for automotive, industrial, marine, office, and home use
- Keeps machinery running smoothly, boosting productivity
- Provides long-lasting lubricating film with excellent heat resistance
- Resists rust and other corrosive action
- Contains no ozone-depleting chemicals

5th Wheel Biobased Grease
U.S.: TY26822
CAN: TY26822
- Superior biobased and biodegradable #2 grease
- Made from corn and soy products
- Specially formulated for high-performance lubrication on anything that slides
- Solid lubricant provides anti-rust, anti-salt, and anti-corrosion protection
- Excellent adhesion to metal surfaces with strong resistance to spray off
- Applications: PTO splines, hitch balls, slide surfaces, cables, hoists, and 5th-wheel tractor-trailer surfaces

Graphite Lubricant
U.S.: TY25797 (aerosol)
TY25798 (1 qt.)
TY25799 (1 gal.)
CAN: TY25797 (aerosol)
TY25798 (1 qt.)
TY25799 (1 gal.)
- Lasts longer than oil and grease
- Dries to a tack-free film 60–90 minutes after application, leaving a protective, non-stick coating
- Frees sticky mechanisms
- Easy to apply — spray on from aerosol can or brush on like paint from quart or gallon cans
- Up to 200-sq.-ft. of coverage per gallon

Pneumatic Tool Lubricant
U.S.: TY25399
CAN: TY25399
- Works on all types of pneumatic equipment
- Eliminates ice buildup and frost in air tools at temperatures as low as −40 deg. F (−40 deg. C)
- Minimizes heat and noise
- Absorbs moisture
- Gives worn tools new life

Belt Dressing
U.S.: TY26395
CAN: TY26395
- Prevents dry rot, air rot, and belt slippage
- Use on canvas, fabric, leather, rubber, auto fan belts, V-belts, and agricultural and industrial belt drives
- Increases pulling power of belts by up to 50 percent
- Will not collect dirt or dust; will not glaze

Not available in California.
Tire Sealants

U.S.: TY26370 (16 oz.)
TY27031 (32 oz.)
TY16236 (1 gal.)
TY15833 (5 gal.)
TY6378 (5 gal.) for use with calcium chloride

CAN: TY26370 (16 oz.)
TY27031 (32 oz.)
TY16236 (1 gal.)
TY15833 (5 gal.)
TY6378 (5 gal.) for use with calcium chloride

Seals hundreds of punctures up to $\frac{1}{4}$-in. diameter
Helps maintain constant air pressure
Lasts the life of the tire tread
Available for use in off-road pneumatic tires and for fluid-weighted agricultural and industrial tires

Tire Sealant Hand Pump

U.S.: TY6379
CAN: TY6379

Attaches to 5-gal. (18.9 L) pail and includes an air adapter for larger valve stems
Efficient two-stage positive-displacement design delivers 8 oz. (237 mL) per stroke

Note: If there is no calcium in the tire, just remove the valve core when pumping in sealant. Then reinstall to add air.

Farm Tire Valve Core Remover

U.S.: TY6380
CAN: TY6380

$\frac{1}{2}$-in. (12.7 mm) female pipe thread
Attaches to any calcium-tire-filling pump or tire sealant pump system
Extracts and stores standard-size valve core while pumping concentrate into tire
Made from brass and stainless steel
**Miscellaneous**

**Fluid Film®**

**U.S.:** TY22032 (11 3⁄4-oz. aerosol)
TY24770 (1 gal.)
TY24771 (5 gal.)
TY27529 (8-oz. brush top)

**CAN:** TY15853 (11 3⁄4-oz. aerosol)
CTY24770 (1 gal.)
CTY24771 (5 gal.)
CTY27529 (8-oz. brush top)

– Superior lubricant, rust and corrosion preventive, and long-term penetrant
– Keeps snow and ice from building up on moving parts
– Cleans wire cables and belts
– Environmentally friendly, solvent-free, and non-toxic
– Contains no solvents and will not dry out
– Can be used on farm equipment as well as other types of vehicles

**Gasket Maker and Silicone Sealant**

**U.S.:** PM710XX280
RES24832

**CAN:** PM710XX280
RES24832

– Suitable for use on engines, transmissions, and differentials
– Oxygen-sensor safe
– Non-corrosive — can be used to insulate electrical components
– Highly resistant to oil
– Forms any size or shape of gasket
– Remains flexible and will not shrink
– Temperature range is –80 to 600-deg. F (–62 to 316-deg. C)

**Super-Duty Brake Fluid**

**U.S.:** TY26180
**CAN:** TY26180

– Ultra-low moisture formula
– Recommended for all DOT 3 and 4 applications
– Dry boiling point exceeds 500 deg. F (260 deg. C)

**80-percent Premium Ether Starting Fluid**

**U.S.:** RE5564468
**CAN:** RE5564468

– Prolongs battery life
– Easier cold-weather start
– Improves starting
– Specially designed to fit in John Deere equipment

**Fuel-Protect Fuel Stabilizer**

**U.S.:** TY27534 (8 oz.)
TY27535 (32 oz.)

**CAN:** CXTY27534 (8 oz.)

– Helps fight rust and corrosion
– Protects gaskets from cracking, drying, and shrinking
– Helps engines start easily, even after lengthy storage
– Prevents stored fuel from oxidizing and forming gum and varnish
– Performs equally well in all 2-cycle and 4-cycle gasoline engines

**Paint Remover**

**U.S.:** TY27304
**CAN:** TY27304

– Removes oil-based, latex, and acrylic paints
– Methylene chloride free
– High viscosity to help coat vertical surfaces
– Low VOC meets California requirements for paint removers

**Fresh Cab Botanical Rodent Repellent**

**U.S.:** PMFCS12

– No. 1-ranked all-natural rodent repellent
– Pleasant to humans and pets — offensive to rodents
– Reduces damage to property
– Cost effective
– All-natural ingredients
Adhesives

**J-B Weld® Adhesive**

**U.S.: SW8265-S**  
**CAN: SW8265-SF**

- Can be formed, drilled, ground, tapped, machined, filled, sanded, and painted
- Stays pliable for about 30 minutes after mixing, sets in just 4–6 hours, and cures fully in 15–24 hours
- Waterproof; petroleum, chemical, and acid-resistant; resists shock, vibration, and extreme temperature fluctuations; and withstands temperatures up to 500 deg. F (260 deg. C)
- Super strong, non-toxic, and safe to use

**J-B Kwik Adhesive**

**U.S.: SW8276**  
**CAN: SW8276-F**

- Can be formed, drilled, ground, tapped, machined, filled, sanded, and painted
- Stays pliable for about 2 minutes after mixing, sets in just 4 minutes, and cures fully in 4 hours
- Waterproof; petroleum, chemical, and acid-resistant; resists shock, vibration, and extreme temperature fluctuations; and withstands temperatures up to 300 deg. F (148.9 deg. C)
- Super strong, non-toxic, and safe to use
Adhesives

We also offer a full line of Loctite products at our John Deere dealerships. See Loctite Product Selector Guide DKMIS8056. Products include threadlockers, sealants, adhesives, and more!

J-B Stik Adhesive  
U.S.: SW8267-S
- Can be formed, drilled, ground, tapped, machined, filled, sanded, and painted
- Stays pliable for about 30 minutes after mixing, sets in just 4–6 hours, and cures fully in 15–24 hours
- Waterproof; petroleum, chemical, and acid-resistant; resists shock, vibration, and extreme temperature fluctuations; and withstands temperatures up to 500 deg. F (260 deg. C)
- Super strong, non-toxic, and safe to use

Marineweld Adhesive  
U.S.: SW8272
- Cures as strong as steel
- Water and weatherproof
- Impervious to saltwater, chemicals, oil, acids, and other corrosive materials
- Withstands temperatures up to 500 deg. F (260 deg. C)
- Ideal for maintaining and repairing a wide variety of boating and marine products

Marineweld Adhesive  
U.S.: SW8272
- Cures as strong as steel
- Water and weatherproof
- Impervious to saltwater, chemicals, oil, acids, and other corrosive materials
- Withstands temperatures up to 500 deg. F (260 deg. C)
- Ideal for maintaining and repairing a wide variety of boating and marine products

Mirror Weld Adhesive  
U.S.: SW8278
- Simple to use
- Permanently reattaches rearview mirror brackets in a matter of minutes
- Will not become brittle or break loose when subjected to shock, vibration, or UV light

Waterweld Adhesive  
U.S.: SW8277  
CAN: SW8277-F
- Plug holes and make permanent repairs underwater and in gas tanks—while they’re still leaking
- Drinking water safe
- Surfaces do not need to be clean and dry for application

Loctite®